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Equities: European markets are flat to slightly higher on Tuesday
morning, the region has seen broadly sideways trade now for over
two weeks, bringing the VSTOXX (EuroStoxx volatility index) down to
€26.50 for the first time since mid-February.
Investors on the continent are remaining cautious, waiting to hear
later today about the details of the EU's latest round of sanctions on
Moscow. These could potentially lead to higher commodity prices for
Europe and further fuel inflation concerns.
Futures in the States are marginally weaker on Tuesday, the VIX index
trades at $18.82. Negative real yields, strong labour markets, and
excess savings are all still underpinning stock markets.

Safe-havens: There has been much focus on flattening yield curves in the
US lately, leading market commentators to debate over the validity of yield
curve inversions as reliable recession-predictors. Interestingly, we have seen
the argument being made that parts of the curve which are more reliable
indicators of the economic outlook (such as the US 10yr - 3month) are not
near inverting yet.
Brent Crude oil is 1.4% stronger today at $109.05 per barrel, following a
near 4% gain yesterday off of two and a half week lows.

Looking ahead: This afternoon is set to be quieter on the economic data
front, we will however get a Services PMI figure out of the United States at
3pm. Tomorrow the focus will be on the release of the Fed's March meeting
minutes, ahead of their highly anticipated next meeting at the start of May
where a 50bp hike is forecast. Then on Thursday we are due to get the
ECB's latest meeting minutes.
In the middle of next week we will see the Q1 earnings season get into full
flow, with releases due from JP Morgan, BlackRock, Wells Fargo, Delta
Airlines, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, and UnitedHealth - all between
Wednesday and Thursday.

Currencies: The Euro saw a move lower on Monday, losing 0.7% and
0.8% vs the Dollar and Sterling, and following the common currency's
gains last week. There was no specific catalyst for the Euro's softer
tone yesterday, although there may have been some nervousness
around the Russian sanctions to come. Dollar traders will look
towards the Fed's meeting minutes release tomorrow.

It has become clear now that the EU will announce a fifth set of sanctions
on Russia later on Tuesday, with speculation building that these latest
penalties may target Russian energy exports. EU nations have come under
increasing pressure to reduce their oil and gas purchases from Russia,
which of course would in turn reduce funding for the Russian war machine.
This pressure has only intensified over recent days after news has broken
of alleged war crimes by Russian troops and the killing of Ukrainian civilians,
shocking leaders around the world.
While investor attention will be on any oil or gas changes, it is understood
that these latest sanctions will include further restrictions on high-tech
exports to Russia, heavier sanctions on individuals linked to Putin, and
more sanctions on Russian banks that have already been blocked from
SWIFT.
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Elon Musk has become Twitter's largest shareholder, just a week after he
posted on the platform that he was giving "serious thought" to building a
new social media company. The Tesla CEO's 9.2% stake in Twitter is worth
about $2.9 billion, and the announcement of this holding caused the
shares to jump yesterday by over 27% to $49.97. 
This passive stake could potentially mean the start of a broader
conversation between Musk and Twitter management which ultimately may
lead to an active stake and a more aggressive ownership role of Twitter.

According to AIB's monthly Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI), the outlook
for Ireland's services sector diminished during March due to the ongoing
war in Ukraine and also record price inflation across the sector.
Despite a darkened outlook for the next few months, March did actually
see the services sector's strongest growth in five months. Demand
reportedly remained robust, driven by a resurgence in the Transport,
Tourism, & Leisure subsector, but overall expectations for the next 12
months were their weakest since January 2021.
The PMI figure for last month came in at 63.4, up from February's 61.8, and
still well in expansionary territory (above the 50.0 mark).
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